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Cybersecurity issue
Disrupt Flights Globally

A technical issue with an antivirus software provider isA technical issue with an antivirus software provider is
causing major issues with flights across the U.S. earlycausing major issues with flights across the U.S. early
on Friday morning in what some believe to be one ofon Friday morning in what some believe to be one of
the largest cyber outages in history.the largest cyber outages in history.

“The FAA is closely monitoring the technical issue“The FAA is closely monitoring the technical issue
impacting IT systems at U.S. airlines. Several airlinesimpacting IT systems at U.S. airlines. Several airlines
have requested FAA assistance with ground stopshave requested FAA assistance with ground stops
until the issue is resolved,” the FAA said in auntil the issue is resolved,” the FAA said in a
statement at 6 a.m. EST.statement at 6 a.m. EST.

8:31am - Microsoft has announced that the issue has8:31am - Microsoft has announced that the issue has
been resolved. Airlines should be back online soon.been resolved. Airlines should be back online soon.

“CLT advises passengers to not come to the
airport unless they have confirmed their

flight information with the airline.”

CTM agents are reaching out to
affected travelers for assistance.

We have also contacted our car rental vendors to
get policies on returning rental cars to alternate

locations.
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